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1. BACKGROUND
Connecting with the audience is essential to the success of the business. A sales and marketing strategy and
operational plans will provide the entrepreneur with techniques and tips to be effective and meet key goals,
connecting the market to the entrepreneur and from there to the clients. The engine that will make the
connection work will be based on two concepts: needs and value added.

A current definition of Marketing (American Marketing Association, 2017) states the following: The activity,
set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have
value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large. It will be responsible for identifying, anticipating and
satisfying customer requirements profitably (CIM).

It will be essential for a start-up to be in permanent contact with consumers in order to be able to organise
resources with the aim of achieving a scalable business, with growth potential.

FIG 5.1- Marketing goal
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Adding value for customers (Module 2) is the key aspect that ensures connection to the market and
achievement of market objectives. The success of this depends on the quality performance of the processes
under the control of the company, and also on customer expectation. To improve the latter, business strategies
go deep into the knowledge of consumer behaviour to ensure that they achieves a better experience. The
current context of uncertainty and social/technological change determine the entrepreneurs market
roadmap. This module includes the main marketing management processes, taking into consideration relevant
trends such as Servitisation (Module 2), Experience Marketing and Digital Transformation.
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This module as a part of BIC for SME project will be closely linked to Adding Value through Innovation
(Module 2), Creating Business (Module 1) and Using Technology (Module 7), although this module itself is
structured as a stand-alone unit.

Question
How can a start-up connect to its market?
Answer
1. Working on a marketing strategy, which is focused on value and customer needs, will set the
entrepreneur on the path of growth.
2. The entrepreneur must design a plan and learn how to manage operational marketing
variables to be sustainable.
3. Technology & Digital Transformation can help to accelerate market growth and disruption.
Entrepreneurs need to put in place structures, processes and strategies that enable success in their markets.

On completing the BIC for SME Diagnostic evaluation, and having identified gaps in terms of your sales and
marketing management knowledge, this module provides links to useful templates or sources whereby you
can deal with issues of concern such as:
● Marketing plan development and implementation
● Digitalisation
● Managing and monitoring
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2. MODULE GOALS (MODULE DIAGNOSTIC, ROADMAP & DELIVERY)

2.1

Module Goals

In Section 3 a detailed breakdown of the Module content is provided. However, the broad objectives of this
Module are:
● Help the entrepreneur to achieve a better understanding on consumer behaviour to create value.
● Provide the entrepreneur with a comprehensive approach to the policies and marketing tools useful
for his/her purpose.
● Guide the entrepreneur so that his/her products/services are accessible to the market.
● Understand current marketing trends such as Servitisation and User Experience development in order
to transmit them to the entrepreneur and to help them manage the route to market.
● Show the entrepreneur the importance of incorporating Digital Transformation into marketing
processes.
● Understand how to help the entrepreneur implement and optimize a Marketing & Sales management
structure (including key metrics to monitor planning implementation).

2.2

Plan the Module Training Process

2.2.1 Undertake a Diagnostic Assessment / Baseline Survey
The BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool for Entrepreneurs will enable you to identify the key aspects to success in
terms of Connecting with your Audience and Growing your sales.

The BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool will highlight areas of strength and weakness for the Entrepreneur and will
provide a Roadmap in terms of the actions to be undertaken to enhance knowledge and competencies. This
Roadmap is supported by a visual Concept Map, which provides a visual representation of the Module.

Alternatively, or in support of the BIC for SME Diagnostic Tool, you can use a simple problem-analysis tool
to find the root cause of the issues involved in Connecting with your Audience and Growing your Sales such as:
● Five whys - The primary goal of the technique is to determine the root cause of a defect or
problem by repeating the question "Why?". Each answer forms the basis of the next question.
The "five" in the name derives from an anecdotal observation on the number of iterations needed
to resolve the problem.
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● Fishbone Diagram - The fishbone diagram or Ishikawa diagram is a cause-and-effect diagram
that helps entrepreneurs to track down the reasons for imperfections, variations, defects, or
failures. The diagram looks just like a fish’s skeleton with the problem at its head and the causes
for the problem feeding into the spine. Once all the causes that underlie the problem have been
identified, entrepreneurs can start looking for solutions to ensure that the problem doesn’t become
a recurring one.
● Etc.

2.2.2 Develop a Training Roadmap & Action Plan
Following the initial Diagnostic or Baseline Evaluation and in order to make the training intervention effective,
users can:
1. Select the elements of the Innovation Module to be covered and set timelines for same
2. Set the training sequence (trainers to organise topics based on importance (as per the Diagnostic
evaluation), impact, interactions, etc.).
3. Select an approach (how the selected elements of the Module are to be covered in terms of practical
work, lectures, reading material, exercises, etc.).
4. Set Action plan and Milestones to be achieved – KPI (see Section 5)
5. Determine Outputs - assess the result achieved (see Section 5)

2.2.3 Delivery of the Connection (Marketing) Module
The delivery of the Module should take approximately 20 Hours (including supported and (primarily)
independent learning). This module focusses on marketing issues (and is linked to Module 9) and the main
aspects to consider when running a business: product, price, place, promotion, processes, people, physical
evidence, research, strategy, etc.). Users may also seek guidance in developing a marketing plan based on
a business strategy to optimise market performance.

Following your learning, you can use the Diagnostic Tool for Entrepreneurs and Trainers a second time and
assess the progress made in terms of enhanced knowledge, competencies and skills.
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3. CONTENT OF THE MODULE
3.1:

Module Content

● 3.1.1: Marketing Strategy
o Context and Competitive position analysis
o Consumer behaviour and user experience
o Servitisation, Value & business opportunities
o Tools and methodologies

● 3.1.2: Marketing Management
o 4 P Marketing-Mix: Product/Service, Placement, Price, Promotion
o People, Process & Physical Evidence
o Management performance
o Sources and tools

● 3.1.3: Digital Marketing
o Current Digitalization and Processes
o Digital 4.0 & Trends
o Tools and useful websites & apps

In addition to this Module, the user will be able to apply knowledge gained in other modules of the
programme to make the business sustainable by growing with the market.

An overview of the Content is provided in the Concept Map below and can also be found in The Diagnostic
Tool in the Roadmap Worksheet.
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Fig 5.2: Concept map - Connecting with your Audience and Growing your Sales – Marketing.

3.1.1: Marketing Strategy
A strategy is not a series of actions to be carried out, but rather a statement of where to determine the effort to
achieve the objectives (Kotler, P.). Connected to the creation of business model (Module 1) and through adding
value, the marketing strategy is vital for the launch, long term sustainability and business growth and wellfunctioning of it. As stated, understanding customer needs is essential for the success of the proposal. The
entrepreneur finds, through marketing research, contextualisation and competitor analysis, a cornerstone to
establish a focussed direction for two business layers: strategic and operational.
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Fig. 5.3: Marketing strategy
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Based on customer needs and business model analysis, as can be seen in Module 1 and Module 2 (Value
proposition Design & feedback Loop), entrepreneurs must establish the strategy and will probably have to
choose which customer segment will go first and how to make the product/service accessible to their
customers.

Question:
Where and when does the entrepreneur start to work on strategy?
Answer:
Defining a strategy is not usually a linear process, with a defined beginning and end. The entrepreneur
usually already has an initiative or idea based on an intuition, need, opportunity, relationship, etc. on which
to build a business. Some questions to be posed are: Where are we? Where do we go? Who are the
customers? How are we going to reach them? Which tasks need to be done? How is performance going? But
based on analysis, entrepreneurs must consider:

● Customer needs - Value proposition: the entrepreneur must research about consumer
behaviour whether testing or not a value proposition (Minimum Viable Product) (Module 1
and Module 2). This is mainly associated with direct methods:
o Direct survey: making a questionnaire to potential users or users of competitors. You
can gather insights into your customers’ needs using methodologies like mystery
shopping, customer Focus Group and In-depth interviews.
o Observation: visually, electronically, digitally, etc., to obtain records on consumer
behaviour.
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● Context analysis (internal & external): in order to understand the business environment,
entrepreneurs can use tools like PESTLE (macroenvironment analysis), SWOT (external and
internal factors), Risk analysis (to identify and asses internal & external risks: probability of
risk occurrence and risk impact), VRIO.
● Competitor analysis: It is a basic input to develop a viable marketing strategy. A frame of
reference is Porter's 5 forces analysis. It goes beyond direct competitors. It is useful to identify
stakeholders. A more practical analysis can also work. What do our competitors do? What are
their strategies going to be? Can we anticipate their movements?
● Establish Mission, Vision, Values: linked to Corporate Social Responsibility this answers what
the company does at present, what is the aspiration in the future and how that will be
achieved.
● Customer Segmentation: traditional variables are geographic, socioeconomics, psychographic,
behavioural, lifestyle, type of purchase, benefit associated with the type of use. Entrepreneurs may
follow the STP process. Based on segment choices there will be a Positioning strategy selected for
the brand and product/service. This Positioning defines how buyers perceive the image of the
company / brand: it can be based on quality, advantages, use opportunities, category of users,
etc. Here it is necessary to evaluate the potential / viability of the segments and the viability to
establish a specific Route to Market based on the analysis
For example: In a mobile manufacturing company, one could segment by age, since a teenager
will look for certain characteristics, qualities (RAM, camera); while an adult (40-50) will look for
other characteristics (quality-price, size, durability)
● Market research - Forecasting potential demand

Market research constitutes the basis for a good market forecast. Good data and sources will be
crucial to obtain the information required. Primary source data is related to new information that
someone collects directly from respondents, while secondary source refers to information that has
already been collected by a third party for a prior purpose. The research of Qualitative data
considers the opinions and feelings of the clients, while the quantitative ones are based on concrete
facts and statistical data. To obtain primary data, the start-up uses focus groups, questionnaires,
observations, essays, in-depth interviews and forecasts usually takes external sources such as:
government sources, Eurostat, Banco Mundial, United Nations, business research departments,
university research, commercial sources, etc.
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Fig 5.4: Types of Data and Source

Type of data & source
qualitative vs quantitative
primary vs secondary

To forecast market demand, two ways can be helpful and they are Top-down & bottom-up approaches: the
first one begins with the total market size and determines the company´s penetration rate, while the second
one begins by outlining the total predicted orders that will be placed for each of the company’s business
channels or the figures from website traffic for example. Consider things like TAM, SAM, SOM (total
addressable market, serviceable addressable market, etc.) which may help to create a framework.

Combining data from different types and sources is the best option to reach a realistic market estimate of
the target market and to prepare a sales forecast.

To find business opportunities, tools and methodologies such as Blue Ocean strategy, the Business Model
Canvas, Lean Canvas, the Lean start-up, and Value Proposition Design are some of the most recognised and
most useful. (Module 1 and Module 2) considers them in a little more detail.

Once you have developed your business model and have enough knowledge of the market context, and the
market-segments, it is time to define a marketing strategy. This can be described in a strategic plan document,
in line with the marketing plan (7 P´s), but at a strategic level. A template can be seen later in Section 5.2.

A Product Life Cycle model (PLC) describes the evolution of global demand for a product / service over time.
It describes the progression of an item through the four stages of its time on the market: Introduction, GrowthTurbulence, Maturity-Saturation, Decline. It is associated with the market evolution of a new product, service,
category of products, brand, etc. This framework is basic to understanding current and future strategies. The
key variables that determines PLC evolution are: Context factors (PESTLE) and industrial marketing issues.
Technology and Social changes (peSTle) are usually the most important issues.
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Question:
How is the marketing strategy of a start-up conditioned by the different stages of the Product Life
Cycle and business trends?
Answer:
Each stage has its own key factors as per the diagram and tools below:

New
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applications

Technology
stabilises
Segmentation
distribution
Channel
saturation

Decline

Competitors
branding
Lower cost

Maturity

Technology
factors
Distribution
channels
barriers
Consumption
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Fig 5.5: Stages of the product life cycle
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appeared
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prioritisation of the marketing strategy vary:

Fig 5.6: Objectives of the marketing strategy in the different stages of the product life cycle.
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According to Michael Porter, the basic strategic options in terms of a market approach, depend on the
competitive advantage of the company and the chosen target market.
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Fig 5.7: Competitive advantage strategies
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The entrepreneur can choose their strategy from the above. As the volume of business and the market grows,
the company will be able to use known tools to evaluate its product portfolio. Some of them are: BCG matrix,
McKinsey matrix, Ansoff Matrix and Market-Product Analysis.

Servitisation
Is a trending business strategy adapted by many successful industrial companies. It is designed to meet the
needs of customers and, therefore, achieve value. It consists of a shift towards the service economy of
manufacturing companies that seek customer loyalty. Many consumers no longer want to buy a good. They
prefer having the availability to use it, in other words: having the solution to their problem. Technology is
a basic need for servitisation, which is being accelerated by IoT.

Fig 5.8: Servitization

Base Services: Product Provision

Intermediate Services: Product
Repair, Condition Monitoring, Field
Service and Customer Help Desk
Advanced Services: Pay Per Use,
Fleet Management, Availability
Contract and Integrated Solution

Experiential marketing: is related to the benefit achieved from a customer-oriented focus and their
experience of a product / service instead of a product-oriented focus on functional features. In this sense
experience marketing is defined as any form of customer-focused marketing activity that creates a connection
to customers (B. Schmitt). He argues that it is possible to find value, not only in the object of consumption
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(products and services), but also in the experience of consumption. Thanks to internet comparisons, buyers
feel less loyal to brands nowadays (Zsuzsa Kecsmar, 2019) and marketing strategies must target emotional
ties. Type of customer experiences include:
● Sense (sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell)
● Feel (feelings and emotions)
● Think marketing (cognitive, problem-solving experiences, creativity)
● Act (physical behaviours, lifestyles, and interactions)
● Relate (social context, roles, culture, etc.)

The Customer Journey Map, Service Blueprint and the Buyer Utility Map can also be useful tools to examine
customer experience (Module 2).

For a more complete understanding of the strategic and operational layers of a market development plan,
the following section describes the strategic and tactical options that the entrepreneur will have to consider.
For example: Coca-Cola, which sells us the idea that it brings happiness.

Section 5.2: Marketing Management
Making the right choices in marketing policy is one of the big challenges faced by the entrepreneur in taking
the correct path to market. From the business context, and the market and competitive analysis, the
entrepreneur will have a better understanding of consumer behaviour and dissatisfaction/frustrations. Once
the overall business proposal is established at the Business Creation phase (Module 1), she/he will be closer
to designing a strategy/plan/measures.

Marketing management in the area of CRM (Customers Relationship Management) is defined as a continuous
process of analysis, planning, implementation, and checking of all activities in the company (Kotler and
Armstrong, 2004). The Marketing Plan will establish the annual marketing structure / approach for
management and will constitute the reference point that lets the entrepreneur assess the fulfilment (or
otherwise) of their commercial goals.
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Fig 5.9: Marketing mix 7p’s
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Many of the tasks planned in terms of promotion activities can be centralised (for more developed
companies) in a CRM software package designed to manage interactions with current and potential
customers. It will enable managers to guide sales staff and also to compile data from communication
channels used in promotion activities. The main aspects to consider when looking at CRM systems are:

Fig 5.10: CRM systems main aspects
1. Scalability
2. Tracking the sales and customer management
3. Regular updates & integration (email)
4. Automation & Reporting
5. Visual presentation
6. Security & support
7. Remote & mobile access
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Question:
How does an entrepreneur start to design the Marketing Planning Process & Annual Marketing Plan?
Answer:
Kotler gives us a framework based on CC, DV, TP, which means, Create & Communicate Value (Product
& Brand management); Deliver Value to customer; to Target market at a Profit (Price Management).
The 7 P´s of the Marketing Mix can also be a guide to establish the strategy and plan to be
implemented. The entrepreneur must know about the common mix that exists within the target market
in order to make the best decisions.

In terms of Marketing Management, entrepreneurs should consider six key issues:

1. Product decisions - creating value:
The complex market reality facing entrepreneurs will force you to make decisions on aspects such as product
design and manufacturing (for example you may design and outsource manufacturing in countries with lower
labour costs). Some product management decisions to be taken are:
o Product types (lines and mix)
o Tangible aspects (functional, quality, style)
o Intangible - augmented product (services annex, packaging, branding)

Under the premise that the product design or value proposition has been made/tested in collaboration with
the customer (see innovation as part of management process (Module 1 and Module 2), the entrepreneur
must choose an appropriate Product Mix. This concept includes:
•

Width: number of product lines;

•

Length: number of products in the mix.

•

Depth: number within a product line (product variations can include size, colours, etc.).

•

Length: total number of products in product portfolio.

•

Consistency: Relations between lines.

•

Quality standard: based on target market and positioning.

For example: The company NESTLÉ would present:
-

Width: ice cream, milk, water, chocolate, cereals, coffee…
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-

Depth: Within the chocolate line: kitkat, NESTLÉ classic bar.

For start-ups, it is common to begin with a small portfolio of products due to launch costs, basing growth
projections on the commercialisation of a simplified version of the product, whether market-oriented or
segment-oriented.

The Product Innovation management process can be considered part of marketing decisions, but it is not
common in large companies. For a start-up, what makes sense is to focus on the customer when innovating
and to consider that the Marketing Mix strategy must include a Unique Selling Proposition.

Branding is basic process for product differentiation strategy and it has become essential in the consumer
experience. When developing different lines of business, it is possible to consider different brand
alternatives: unique brand; endorsed; multi-brand (free standing); hybrid; second brand; white labelling.

A branding decision will be linked to the positioning, target market and the risk associated with the product.
Unique or endorsed strategies generate economies of scale, but it implies a higher risk that the Portfolio will
be affected by a failure. When considering branding the entrepreneur will have to make decisions about:
Tradename, Logo, Slogan, colours, typography, icons, web elements, etc. The current success of brands (HBR)
lies in the delivery of: functional benefits + emotional benefits + societal/sustainability benefits. Brand
investment can be profitable where you have customer loyalty. To achieve this, a start-up may design loyalty
programs like gamification, cards, clubs, etc.

Packaging & Labelling are key processes in product management. Both must provide functional value for
product use and communication value.

2. Pricing decisions - to make profit:
Pricing decisions are at the core of the income stream. As the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder - see
Module 1) asserts, the latter will be the result of a value proposition successfully offered to customers, so the
right price is part of the customer's satisfaction.
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Firstly, the entrepreneur must select the objectives to be pursued. According to Kotler these could include:
● Survival: (as many encountered in facing the COVID crisis).
● Maximise Profit: focus on current costs.
● Maximise revenue: focus future profits.
● Maximise sales: consider quantity of products
● Optimise market segment: skim market segments.

A product satisfies customers when they receive a value equal to or higher than the price, they pay for it.

Fig 5.11: Main aspects in pricing a product
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Pricing strategies are basic requirements for the financial sustainability of the business and for success in the
market. According to Osterwalder, there are two prices management approaches: Fixed pricing vs Dynamic
pricing.

Fig 5.12: Pricing strategies
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The Entrepreneur must consider three key aspects when determining the price of the product/service:
a) Cost-based pricing: The process starts with the selection of the product or service; then calculate the
product/service cost and, to this cost, add a profit margin and the result is the price of the product
(Break-Even Point; Cost-plus pricing)
b) Competitive-based pricing: Competitors will be researched to determine prices for the products
considering the situation in the market. The cost represents the minimum price.
c) Value-based pricing: In this case prices are primarily set, according to the perceived or estimated
value of a product or service to the customer rather than costs.
First, select the market segment to be targeted. Find out the benefit that consumers in that potential
segment are looking for, and set the price based on what those consumers are willing or able to pay
for a product with those benefits.

For example: Nintendo and the launch of the Wii. When they started the development of the Wii,
Nintendo focused on the benefits and the price, rather than the product and its costs. "We were
looking to design a console that could be sold for less than 25,000 yen" - explains Shigeru Miyamoto,
Nintendo's star designer - "a console that parents would want - easy to use, quick to install, doesn't
consume a lot of power, and is quiet while it's running (...) many employees initially wanted highdefinition graphics, but later agreed with us that graphics didn't matter".

Strategy may drive price differences in several situations: Different market segments, versions of the
product/service, packaging, differentiation by location or time/season. Current online business pricing trends
involve the way the business itself is run such as:
● Multi-sided platforms: that creates value by facilitating interactions.
● Free as a business model: Non-paying customers are financed by another part of the business model
or by another Customer Segment.
● Freemium: get the basic version for free, pay for more.
● Open source: type of freemium.
● Freemium upside down: like the insurance model where few customers are subsidised by the large
group.
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3. Placement decisions-to deliver value:
From the Kotler framework set out earlier in this section (CC, DV, TP), once the product/service is defined
and tangible, the entrepreneur must deliver the value to the customer (target market), so this is where
Physical/Virtual Distribution Decisions are made.

Question:
Which distribution channel is most valid in terms of delivering the product to the customer?
Answer:
The Entrepreneur must consider different aspects before electing which channel / route to choose. One
of the first factors to be taken into account is the target market. Who is the product for? Where is the
target audience?

Fig 5.13: Types of interactions between companies and company & clients.
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C2C

Selling for investors
Business between individual customers (E.g.: sharing
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B2E

Doing business with employee

C2B

From customer to Business (E.g.: Priceline, Agropool)
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Question
How does the client make the purchase?
Answer
Clients shop in a different manner depending on their preferences. The most common RTM channels
(each will have advantages and disadvantages) are grouped into direct and indirect ones.

The entrepreneur will consider the inputs from the context analysis (Section 5.1) and will prioritise what they
see as being key objectives: they may prefer broader market coverage, a growth in sales, a greater mix of
marketing and user experience control, minimise logistics and distribution costs.

Fig 5.14: types of relations in the distribution of the product.
Type of relation (direct / indirect)

Objective

a) Direct channels: sales force, physical shops,

Usually higher control of

e-commerce, etc.
Manufacturer

user experience
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b) Indirect channels: agents, distributors,
wholesalers, franchises, etc.
Manufacturer

intermediary

Usually broader market
coverage & lower costs.

Final client

The entrepreneur must also be aware of another key aspect which is Delivery Time Management. To be able
to control this, it is useful to map all the sub-processes associated with the commercial logistics process and
calculate and add different lead times. This will be essential in the case of any start-up engaged in ecommerce products as a part of their USP.
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Current trends guide companies towards an Omnichannel Strategy for both product and service. Omnichannel retail focuses on every customer interaction and their overall experience of the product and brand.
Surveys (HBR, Business Insider) show that customers who interact with retailers on multiple channels shop more
frequently.
1. To maximise the potential of the channel, the entrepreneur (e.g. Disney), must make every touchpoint
shoppable: shops, franchises, website-chatbot, telemarketing, social networks, marketplace, mobile
app, e-mailing, vending machines, retailers, etc.. Any experience is an opportunity to make sales.
2. There is a need to bridge the gap between offline & Online sales. Connecting both channels is critical
to success.

Probably the most relevant trend in e-commerce are Market places (the B2B marketplaces´ share of online
sales is growing at a rate of 30%). Some of the benefits that the entrepreneur can obtain using these are:
•

Provide trust (under a marketplace brand)

•

Easier to find your products

•

Access to new markets

•

Relatively easy to manage

•

Source of competitors data

•

Increase Entrepreneur brand visibility

4. Promotion decisions - Communicating value & Growing your sales:
According to E. Jerome McCarthy: Promotion is concerned with any method that communicates to the target
market about the right product to be sold, in the right place at the right price. It encompasses sales promotion,
advertising, and personal selling. Public Relations and Social Media are also key tools to consider.

Question
Can the entrepreneur afford to spend funds in communication & sales?
Answer
Yes! The entrepreneur should think of communication and sales expenses as an investment. There
are also strategies to minimise cost and maximise performance.
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Advertising is a well-known way of communicating value to customers. The entrepreneur already has the
value (product/service) and the target, so it is time to define: What they should communicate? Which
format to use and by what means?

These questions leads us to a useful tool named a Creative Brief and this document is designed to share a
common vision of the communication goals and start working on creativity. It will include elements such as:

Fig 5.15- Creative Brief
Background:
Mission,
vision, values.

Target
audience & ad
channels

Idea to be
communicated
and goals

The voice &
style

Scope: Budget
& planning

Choosing the right advertising channels/media is essential (digital, press, radio, journals, TV, mailing,
billboard hoarding, etc.). The main factors to consider are the following:
● Coverage
● Frequency
● Cost of the channel/media

The entrepreneur will seek to optimise the coverage and impact of the target group at minimum cost while
also considering the most effective media source to effectively reach customers (balancing all the factors). In
most cases Digital Communication will be effective & cheap for a start-up (see section 5.3).

Managing personal sales (and whether it is effective) is one of the relevant issues that a start-up must define.
Certain types of entrepreneurs are confused when carrying out the sales process because they associate
marketing exclusively with the commercial function and sales figures. It is important for the entrepreneur to
be aware that good knowledge of the Sales Process will help with multiple objectives such as: attracting
funds, new customers, key partners, key suppliers, etc.
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Fig 5.16: Sales Process.

Forecasting
&
Prospecting

Approaching
-contact

Prioritizing

Follow-up

Process &
negotiation

Loyalty

Once the entrepreneur has considered potential / likely customers, they must focus on how the product
benefits the client and must be ready to handle questions and objections, i.e. helping the potential customer
find a solution. Persuasion techniques (including dramatisation, testimonial, empathy, humour, referrals, …)
and closing the deal (settling negotiations, payment terms, invoices, contracts, etc.) are fundamental. Customer
tracking will be a key aspect to achieve loyalty.

Fig 5.17: AIDA sales funnel.

For a better understanding of the sales process, the AIDA Sales Funnel is a useful tool. This classic model has
gained interest for its application to digital marketing, but it is equally valid for entrepreneurs in different
business activities such as: Retail stores, Sales team management, Website, Email, Personal consultation, etc.
The sales funnel will illustrate the path customers / prospects take. Based on experimentation, the
entrepreneur must estimate customer conversion rates for each step, and create tasks / materials / sequences
to ensure prospects reach the end of the funnel (sales pipeline). Defining a brilliant Unique Selling Proposition
will be the best way to attract the attention of prospects / potential customers to enter the sales funnel.
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The sales management process includes a series of activities a start-up must be aware of:
•

Planning, performance & sales control to achieve adequate Customer Relation Management (CRM).

•

HR Sales management: including salesforce recruitment, training programs and salesforce motivation
(economic and non-economic – see (Module 3). Time management is particularly important for
salesforce teams. For motivating sales staff, the entrepreneur can combine economic (salary,
commission, profit share,) and non-economic (recognition, promotion, family work-balance,) elements.

•

Designing Sales Structure & route to market

Current trends in industrial markets point to sales as a way to transform both customers and suppliers. Startups must consider strategic customers whose current and potential value is high and to whom our (potential)
value is significant as well. They must be committed to change with entrepreneurs to achieve what is called
a Transformational Sale (Kotler & Dingena). Salesforce management issues include:
•

Setting goals: they must be specific, measurable & realistic (total amount; number of products; %
growth from recent years; market share; number of visits; conversion rate of visits into sales; number
of new clients; etc.)

•

Setting KPI: (key performance indicators): which can be economic (sales revenue per product, per
segment, per client,); service quality (net promoter score; % new customers; customer satisfaction
evaluation, …); efficiency (acquisition rates; average order amount; expenses per contact, etc.)

•

Channel monitoring: as with distribution, sales can be direct (own stores, call centre, website, …) or
indirect (marketplace, intermediaries, etc.) and performance will be tracked differentially.

Other aspects to consider under this topic are:
•

Sales Promotion: to stimulate short-term selling (using gamification, merchandising, 3x2 promotions,
tasting, lottery, etc.)

•

Public Relations: for start-up, it makes sense in combination with Digital strategies (Section 5.3)

5. People + Process + Physical Evidence – all is about service:
In the case of services, the implementation of policies has a series of differentiated characteristics:
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Fig 5.18: Characteristics of services.
● Services that are not consumed are lost

🡪 Expiration date

● The staff and the client participate in the

🡪 Heterogeneous

production
● Services are intangible

🡪 Intangibility

● Currently services are produced and

🡪 Simultaneity

consumed at the same time.

Services tend to be more labour intensive compared to an industrial process and the client is also involved in
their execution. Therefore, the human factor introduces a greater risk of variability in the quality of the
service provided and this means that the more all tasks are planned, the more control there will be over their
execution and outputs.
Question:
How can the entrepreneur provide the same service to many different customers?
Answer:
Process Standardization and Automation offer a solution: Design thinking techniques (Module 2) will be
helpful in making a service more homogeneous, and Process Automation reduces dependence on Human
Resources, making performance more competitive and scalable. The term Servuction is a neologism
created by Eiglier and Langeard in 1987, merging the word service and production. According to this
model, the key aspects that the start-up should consider in the provision of traditional services are: the
impact of the Client (participate and must learn); the Physical Evidence (pc, web, local, signs, ...); the
Staff in contact; the Organisational System (processes & time managing) and the rest of the customers
(which may affect it).

Fig 5.19: KEY aspects the start-up consider in traditional services.

Clients

Physical
Evidence

Staff in
contact

The
organisational
system

Rest of the
customers
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In this situation the entrepreneur must consider:
•

People - Ensure the right training & recruitment + communication to customers (clear instructions and
complaints & incidents management)

•

Process - work on the process flowchart + time management + segmentation of customers.

•

Physical Evidence - it must confirm customer assumptions + make service tangible + provide
experience satisfaction (Sense, feel, think, act, relate). The franchise business model for example,
demonstrates standardisation efforts so that the user has the same consumer experience in any
location, through elements such as: uniforms, logos, shop windows, signs, counters, etc.

6. Planning - Monitoring – KPI - Feedback:
The Marketing Plan will be a document to define objectives, targets, action, performance measures and
performance indicators to control the marketing management process.

Question:
What should the entrepreneur include in the Marketing Plan?
Answer:
There are as many different models of marketing plans as there are companies on the market. The
entrepreneur can choose a template or create their own. Relying on a good context analysis (especially
around clients and competitors) and in-depth work on the value proposition are essential. The main
topics to be included in a Marketing Plan are:
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Fig 5.20: MARKETING plan model.

Executive Summary
Strategy
•
•

•

Vision, Mission, Values🡪Mid-term
objectives
Context analysis results: SWOT, PESTLE,
Competitors, trends, …
Segmentation & Positioning + market
target (User persona, demand forecast,

Operational
7 P´s Planning Program: 🡪Product; Place; Price;
Promotion; People; Process; Physical Evidence
(Digital included)
• Goals
• Actions, measures, tasks, time planning.
• Resources

In general, a marketing plan should:
•

Define the problems

•

Define the goal to be achieved

•

Define achievable options to achieve the goal

•

Assess pros and cons of the options

•

Search for information

•

Plan a plan B.

Marketing Plan goals should be SMART:
•

Specific (clearly defined, remember, repeatability, short)

•

Measurable (turnover, margin, number of customers)

•

Achievable (in accordance with business objectives and expectations of the internal staff)

•

Realistic (business opportunities, market capacity)

•

Term (real deadlines, possibility of control)
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Section 5.3: Digital Marketing
Digital marketing management for a start-up can become a key aspect of its viability and scalability. Two
key elements are:
1. Communicate value to customers, stakeholders, and networks
2. Monitor trends related to data processing and business definition

The first one is basic and affordable for an entrepreneur in any business market. The main issues to
consider are the following:
•

Advertising. Cheap campaigns can be developed by entrepreneurs through Google AdWords,
Instagram, Facebook, YouTube.

•

Email marketing: is the act of sending a commercial message, typically to a group of people,
using email. Avoid being seen as SPAM by customers. Try to differentiate yourself.

•

User Experience: here, the entrepreneur needs to integrate web user experience with other
contexts and formats like apps, physical, product, etc. It includes considerations on how intuitive
a webpage or app is, how effectively users can go through orders, booking, etc., as well as the
facets of user experience such as: useful, usable, valuable, desirable, findable, credible,
accessible. For example, Amazon allows you to order in just two clicks (once signed). It also
provides you with easy-to-follow information order picking, shipping, and delivery tracking.

•

SEO & SEM: Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is a way of internet marketing trough the promotion
of your website. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) increases the quantity and quality of traffic
to your website through organic search engine results.

•

E-commerce: the activity of electronically buying or selling of products on online services or over
the Internet.

•

Social Media. A strategy and a set of measures must be set to raise awareness, build loyalty, or
simply communicate. Some of the most relevant are: Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok, Pinterest.

•

Marketplaces: is a type of e-commerce site where product or service information is provided by
multiple third parties. The marketplace allows transactions to be processed by the marketplace
operator and delivered and fulfilled by retailers or wholesalers (Amazon, Ebay)

•

Mobile marketing: in this case, marketing measures are provided through mobile devices. It can
be done by location services, tailored marketing campaigns, QR codes, Apps, etc. E.g. McDonalds
Fry Defender.
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•

Cloud computing: this is the on-demand availability of computer system resources without direct
active management by the user. It allows companies to minimise up-front IT infrastructure costs,
faster applications running, and enables users to adjust resources to meet context changes.

•

E-CRM & Automation: CRM includes sales, marketing and customer services.

•

Inbound marketing & Content marketing: Inbound marketing refers to the methods that are taken
to convert a visitor into a customer through the company website funnel (e.g. Starbuck and its
social networks).

•

Content marketing refers specifically to the attraction / generation of consumers by creating
useful / relevant content. (For Example: Maybelline and their blog where they upload make-up
tips or its make-up tester)
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Fig 5.21: User Experience Considerations

Useful

Findable

User Experience
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The entrepreneur must design a Digital Strategy and an Action Plan. Low budget Digital Strategies are
possible:
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Fig 5.22: Low-budget Digital Strategies
➢ Website design + Blog + Social Media

Lowbudget

➢ Discount for referring new customers. Let your customers do the
marketing for you
➢ Press releases. Emailing journalist with news.

Start-up
Digital
strategies

➢ Content marketing. Blogs. Social Media.
➢ SEO. Identify relevant keywords. Attract traffic SEM. Pay per
click
➢ Email Marketing.
➢ Personal Branding (Social Media)
➢ Forums, groups & networking
➢ Growth hacking

Digital 4.0 includes technologies & disruption tools / concepts which entrepreneurs should consider such as:
•

Business Intelligence: the ability to transform data into information, and information into
knowledge, so that the business decision-making process can be optimised.

•

IoT & M2M: grouping and interconnection of devices and objects through a network where all of
them could be visible and interact. The type of objects or devices involved can range from sensors
and mechanical devices to everyday objects such as the refrigerator, footwear or clothing.
Anything you can think of could be connected to the internet and interact without the need for
human intervention. The goal is therefore a machine-to-machine interaction, or what is known as
an M2M (machine to machine) interaction or M2M devices.

•

Location Intelligence: a process that allows one to collect and analyse geospatial data from
various kinds of sources to convert it into strategic information and find an answer to many business
challenges.

•

Blockchain technology: a decentralised, distributed ledger technology that records the
provenance of a digital asset.

•

Sentiment analysis: refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis, computational
linguistics, and biometrics to systematically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states
and subjective information. Sentiment analysis is widely applied to customer materials such as
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reviews and survey responses, online and social media, and materials for applications that range
from marketing to customer service to clinical medicine
•

Speech-to-text: The process of converting speech input into digital text, based on speech
recognition.

3.2

Useful Material & Templates for the Trainer

Links to Materials and Further Reading are provided below:
Topic

USEFUL LINKS

•

MK - strategy

•

https://neilpatel.com/blog/startup-marketing-strategies/

•

digital-MK

•

https://uhurunetwork.com/digital-marketing-tips/

•

MK-management

•

•

MK-management

•

•

MK-management

•

https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-andadvice/marketing-theories---the-marketing-mix---from-4-ps-to-7-p-s
https://www.thensmc.com/sites/default/files/CIM%207Ps
%20Resource.PDF
ftp://dlib.info/opt/ReDIF/RePEc/ers/papers/11_4_p3.pd
f

•

MK - strategy

•

https://hbr.org/2018/05/do-entrepreneurs-need-astrategy

•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK - strategy

•

https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/201707/IpsosLoyalty_DesigningSmarterMysteryShoppingProga
m.pdf
https://www.hotjar.com/usability-testing/

•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK - strategy

•

https://buffer.com/library/competitor-analysis/

•

MK - strategy

•

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_08.htm

•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK - strategy

•

https://www.startups.com/library/expert-advice/customersegmentation
https://medium.com/@aprildunford/startup-positioning-atemplate-c15b010827de

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/focus-group-technique10741.html
https://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis-usedfor/
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•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK - strategy

•

•

digital MK

•

https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/growth-hacking/

•

digital MK

•

https://kevintpayne.com/growth-hackingtechniques/#Growth_hacking_versus_inbound_marketing

•

digital MK

•

https://kevintpayne.com/create-an-inbound-marketingplaybook-for-saas-startups/

•

MK - strategy

•

https://marketanalysis.intracen.org/en/home

•

MK - strategy

•

https://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/sites/globalbrands/files/E
xperience%20Marketing%20-%20Schmitt%20%20Foundations%20and%20Trends%202011.pdf

•

MK-management

•

•

MK-management

•

https://blog.varstreetinc.com/why-should-use-crm-forstartups/
https://blog.markgrowth.com/how-to-choose-the-best-crmfor-a-startup-a-step-by-step-guide-6c90da483505

•

MK-management

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bilOOPuAvTY

•

MK - strategy

•

•

MK- management

•

https://www.business-to-you.com/scanning-theenvironment-pestel-analysis/
https://www.pst.ifi.lmu.de/~baumeist/publications/e2002.
pdf

•

MK--management

•

•

MK-management

•

•

MK-management

•

https://www.consuunt.com/product-mix/

•

MK-management

•

https://medium.com/yieldr/expanding-yieldr-executingan-effective-multi-brand-strategy-89451e3ff03e

•

MK-management

•

https://eclass.uoa.gr/modules/document/file.php/D344/%
CE%A3%CE%B7%CE%BC%CE%B5%CE%B9%CF%8E%CF

https://learn.marsdd.com/article/how-to-estimate-marketsize-business-and-marketing-planning-for-startups/
https://hbr.org/1988/07/four-steps-to-forecast-totalmarket-demand

https://trelloattachments.s3.amazonaws.com/5e8e06ffcb04cc31c3263
2f4/5eccdc4c639b4b6d202704b0/3a61955e453cfc560
fb20cb971585ad2/11_4_p3.pdf
https://uk.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upmassets/9883_book_item_9883.pdf
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•

MK-Management

•

%83%CE%B5%CE%B9%CF%82/Positioning%20and%20
branding%20your%20organisation.pdf
https://freshsparks.com/successful-brand-building-process/

•

MK - Strategy

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9VBS8D56Gk

•

MK - Strategy

•

•

MK - Strategy

•

https://codetiburon.com/business-model-patterns-onlineenterprise/
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/omni-channel-retailstrategy

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/pricing-strategy

•

MK-Management

•

https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/personal-selling

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

https://www.enchange.com/services/20-steps-to-route-tomarket-excellence/
https://venngage.com/blog/marketing-plan/

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

•

MK-Management

•

https://coschedule.com/blog/starbucks-marketingstrategy/

•

MK-Management

•

https://get2growth.com/marketing-plan-example/

•

MK-Management

•

https://coschedule.com/blog/marketing-plan-samples-andtemplates/

•

Digital MK

•

https://medium.com/@yujsocial/what-is-digital-userexperience-cb82ceefae0d

•

DIgital MK

•

https://www.honestfox.com.au/im/steps-of-inbound

https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/182365/1/97
8-981-10-8818-6.pdf
http://www.personal.psu.edu/jxb14/MA/Segmentation.pd
f
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/logistics-set-up-forstartups-4142676

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davelavinsky/2013/09/30/
marketing-plan-template-exactly-what-toinclude/#682b7d335038
https://coschedule.com/blog/red-bull-marketing-strategy/
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•

Sales strategy

•

https://entrepreneurhandbook.co.uk/right-route-to-market/

•

Sales strategy

•

https://www.businessgrowthhub.com/blogs/2017/02/theessentials-of-a-successful-route-to-market-strategy

•

Sales strategy

•

https://hbr.org/1988/07/four-steps-to-forecast-totalmarket-demand

•

Sales strategy

•

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/naked-valuation-howforecast-startup-revenue-adam-paul-patterson

•

Sales strategy

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Of10lvu24wI

•

Sales strategy

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VMsY9TTavc

•

Sales strategy

•

•

Digital MK

•

https://www.ey.com/en_gl/consumer-productsretail/future-consumer-index-keep-up-changing-consumer
Digital Strategies

•

Digital MK

•

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/5-low-cost-digitalmarketing-strategies-start-ups-can-cameron-francis/

•

Digital MK

•

https://hbr.org/2014/07/the-ultimate-marketing-machine

•

Digital MK

•

https://www.geekschip.com/blog/steps-to-build-greatdigital-marketing-strategy

•

Digital MK

•

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/297515
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Key- terms
Key- terms

Business Canvas Methodology
Buyer Utility Map

CRM

Marketing Analytics
Outbound marketing

Inbound marketing
S.M.A.R.T

A graphic representation of key elements within a business and
how they relate to each other and how changes in one of these
elements can have an impact on the others.
A tool to help managers think from a demand-side perspective. It
outlines all the levers companies can pull to deliver exceptional
utility to buyers as well as the various experiences buyers can have
with a product or service. It has two dimensions: The Buyer
Experience Cycle (BEC) and the Utility levers.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is term used to describe
all the systems that help you manage interactions and relationships
with customers. Typically, this would include software that covers
areas such as sales, support, marketing, and customer services.
The practice of measuring, managing and analysing marketing
performance in order to maximise its effectiveness and optimise
return on investment.
Traditional outbound marketing is what you’ll be most used to, TV
adverts, radio commercials, billboards, print advertisements
etc. Outbound is very much the old-fashioned way of doing things,
where a company initiates the conversation and sends the message
out to its audience.
The new, more progressive way marketing, where the customers
find you, mostly through social media and various paid and natural
search engine marketing efforts.
S.M.A.R.T is an acronym for Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time orientated. It is used to describe the philosophy
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of creating KPIs and metrics to achieve measurable goals and
strategic business objectives through a guided process.
People/organisations which can affect your business or whom your
business can impact upon (investors, banks, partners, suppliers,
customers, etc.)
Total Available Market (TAM) - The total market demand for a
product or service.
Using of the Internet, mobile devices, social media, search engines,
and other channels to reach consumers
A product life cycle is the amount of time a product goes from
being introduced into the market until it's taken off the shelves.

Stakeholders
TAM
Digital Marketing
Product life cycle

Case Studies / Good practices / Exercises/
Exercise No: 1
Title

Context analysis-competitors – user persona -target

Objectives

to set the basis for the marketing strategy

Duration

4 Hours

Description

Work with context tools, secondary data sources, user persona, target,
USP

Answers/Useful tips
Implementation*
Technical

1.

implementation
(instructions only for
the tutor or course
coordinator)

Exercise No: 2
Title

Marketing plan
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Objectives

Set the main objectives and policies of the marketing plan

Duration

3 Hours

Description

Think about target positioning + branding + actions

Answers/Useful tips

Goals
7 P´s
KPI

Implementation*
Technical

1.

implementation
(instructions only for
the tutor or course
coordinator)

Self-test Questions
Multiple choice questions with more than one correct answer. (min. 5)
Question 1: Types of online Marketing
a) Face 2 face, kiosks, catalogues
b) Ads, kiosks, Pop ups
c) Direct mailing, email & blogs
d) Websites, ads, Social Networks.
e) All of the above
Correct Answer: Websites, Ads, Social Networks.
Question 2: Most common form of advertising
a) Banners
b) Emailing
c) Pops ups
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d) Multimedia Ads
e) All of the above
Correct Answer: Banners
Question 3: It is not a technology which will shape the future of the Digital 4.0 (Digital
Marketing)
a) Big Data
b) IoW
c) IoT
d) Artificial Intelligent
e) Data mining
Correct Answer: IoW
Question 4: What are the approaches to pricing the product?
a) Cost-based pricing
b) Competitive-based pricing:
c) Value-based pricing
d) A and B
e) All of the above
Correct Answer: All of the above
Question 5: Branding is defined as:
a) Imagen and Brand’s concept
b) Logotype and slogan
c) Set of tangible attributes
d) The set of tangible and intangible attributes that identify a product or service and make it unique
in the market.
e) None of the above
Correct Answer: The set of tangible and intangible attributes that identify a product or service and
make it unique in the market.
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4. ROADMAP & ACTION PLAN
Having completed the Diagnostic evaluation and having identified the key issues of concern or knowledge
gaps in terms of supporting a business, you will need to address specific issues to do with Connecting with
your Audience & Growing your Sales.

As outlined in Section 2.2.2, the Training roadmap (learning path) is a structured sequence of training
activities proposed to teach a topic. While it should be comprehensive, it also needs to be practical. This will
ensure that you do not omit crucial content because lack of time and that you will achieve fluency in key
elements of the topic. Steps:

1. Set the goals derived from the BIC for SME diagnostic needs check (see Section 2)
2. Set out the Roadmap and Action Plan by selecting the elements of the Module to be covered and
timelines (see Section 2)
3. Select how the selected elements of the Module are to be covered in terms of lectures, reading
material, exercises, etc., (see Section 2)
4. Set sequence: organise topics based on importance (as per the Diagnostic evaluation), impact,
interactions, etc.. (see Section 2)
5. Confirm Action plan and Milestones - KPI
6. Output: assess the result achieved

Having understood how to use the various tools contained in the Module (steps 1 – 4 above), confirm a set
of action items including a timeline indicating: what is to be done, by whom, when and how. Examples are
provided below:

4.1 Action Plan
What

Who

Apply techniques / tools to Entrepreneur
analyse the context, Background
and environment

Trainer

When

How

2 weeks

Share design thinking tools/templates
and guide entrepreneur to understand
context
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7 P´s & Digital Marketing, Define
strategies

to

create

and

Entrepreneur

3 weeks

Share tools and collaborate to guide
entrepreneur

Trainer

communicate value
Develop Marketing Plan

Entrepreneur

4-8 weeks

Trainer
Etc.

Entrepreneur to define the road to
market and planning
Etc.

Such a plan can be provided as a ‘take away’ in the form of a handout / infographic thereby providing a
practical guideline on tasks to be completed.

4.2 Countermeasures
Not all Action Items will progress as planned. It is therefore important for the entrepreneur to consider some
Countermeasures.
● Lack of success in testing ideas/prototypes (explore alternative). Try to pivot or revise and persevere.
● Not enough new/good ideas generated. Explore idea generation tools/team.
● Needs advice in technology. Look for outside expertise.
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5. FOLLOW-UP & OUTPUTS

It is important to monitor output achieved against the original Diagnostic evaluation, Roadmap and Action
Plan as per the example below:

What

Outcome (Date)

Identify value processes

Done

Idea generation process

Done

Develop prototyping & testing

To Do: requires time for feedback

Monitoring innovation process: metrics

To Do: requires time for feedback
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6. APPENDICES
N/A
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